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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
TournanMnts and Oritnted graphs ara among tha i n t a r a t t l n g 
areas of research in directed graphs. Harary a t al [16] in 1965 
for the f i r s t tine made a systematic study of the tournaments and 
presented the known resu l t s in their book [16]* After a year only 
Harary e t al [17] published a paper containing some more new 
resu l t s along with a bibliography. The pioneering work on tour-
naments has been reported by Moon [31] in his book 'Topics on 
Tournaments*, which was published in 1968* A very useful and 
extensive survey as well as a bibliography (containing 95 refer-
ences) of the work on tournaments has been published by Reid and 
Beineke [33] in 1978. Since 1980 much work has been reported on 
tournamen'ts in di f ferent journals. 
One of the important aspects of tournaments i s :he score 
structure and we study the de ta i l s in chapter 2 . The l i terature 
on the scores of the tournaments can be found in [8 ,10 ,14 ,15 ,19 , 
20 ,22 ,24 ,25 ,26 ,27 ,28 ,36 , 37 ,38 ,39 ] . 
• 2 • 
The bipartite tournaments are the bipartite analogues of 
tournaments. Moon [30] was the first to study the bipartite 
tournaments in detail in his doctoral dissertation in 1962. 
Beineke and Moon [7] have studied the score lists of bipartite 
tournaments, simple pair of bipartite score lists, the decomposi-
tion of bipartite tournaments into strong components and pair of 
score lists belonging to consistent bipartite tournaments. 
Beineke [6] has examined an analogues of the results on ordinary 
tournaments and bipartite tournaments. Beineke and Bagga [4] 
characterised simple pair of bipartite score lists. The work on 
bipartite tournaments can be also found in [3,4,23940]. 
Avery [2] presented the concept of score structure in 
oriented graphs and also gave some results on the scores of 
oriented graphs. 
Synopsis of the dissertation 
Here we mention the contributions contained in the 
dissertation. Chapter 1 provides the necessary ground to under-
stand the contents presented in the subsequent sections* 
In Chapter 2 we give a brief review on the score sequences 
: 3 : 
of tournaments, simple score sequences and self-converse score 
sequences. Also Gervaclo*s [14] method of generating a l l score 
sequences of a given order in lexicographic order and construe^ 
tion of tournament with a given score sequence i s reported. We 
present some resu l t s on the deviation sequence of a score sequ-
ence. We study in chapter 3 the scores of bipart i te tournaments 
and give a technique to obtain the number of pair of score l i s t s 
of order 2xn and number of strong score l i s t s of order 3xn. 
In the l a s t chapter, we study Avery's concept of score 
structure of oriented graphs. We characterise irreducible score 
sequences of oriented graphs and give a condition for a score 
sequence to belong to exactly one oriented graph. We give an 
algorithm for generating a l l score sequences of an oriented graph 
of a given order in lexicographic order. We also present a 
method of construction of an oriented graph with a given score 
sequence. 
Basic def in i t ions and notations 
We give here def in i t ions and concepts related to the 
tournaments and oriented graphs. Other def ini t ions are standard 
: 4 : 
and can be found in any text of Graph Theory e . g . [5 ,9 ,11,16918, 
31 ,33 ,34 ] . 
Definit ion 1 . 1 . A graph G cons i s t s of a f i n i t e nonempty 
se t V « V(G) of p vert ices (points) known as the vertex se t , 
togather with a prescribed set E of q unordered pairs of 
d i s t i n c t ver t i ces (points) of V. The set E i s known as the 
edge se t and the elements of E are known as edges ( l i n e s ) . If 
e » (a,b) i s an edge, then e i s said to join a and b. 
Def init ion 1»2. A digraph D cons i s t s of a f i n i t e nonempty s e t 
V of vert ices ( p o i n t s ) , known as the vertex s e t , togather with 
a prescribed co l l ec t ion E of ordered pairs of d i s t i n c t v e r t i c e s , 
known as the are s e t . D » (V,E) represents a digraph with 
vertex s e t V and arc set E. If e « (u,v) i s an arc of a 
digraph then u i s adjacent to v and v i s adjacent from u. 
Definit ion 1 .3 . The outdegree, Oy (indegree, i ) of a vertex v 
i s the number of ver t i ces adjacent from i t ( to i t ) . 
Def ini t ion 1 .4 . A digraph i s strong i f every two ver t i ces are 
aiutually reachable. 
: 5 J 
Definition 1,5. A subgraph of a graph G is a graph having 
all its vertices and edges in G. 
Definition 1,6. For any subset S of V(G) of a graph G, 
the induced subgraph <S> is the maximal subgraph of G with 
vertex set S. 
Definition 1.7* The converse digraph D* of D has the same 
vertex set as D but orientations of arcs are reversed. 
Definition 1*8« A strong component of a digraph is a maximal 
strong subgraph. 
Definition I.9. The complete graph K^ has every pair of its 
n vertices adjacent* 
Definition I.IO* A bipartite graph G is a graph whose point 
set V can be partitioned into two subsets V. and V2 such 
that every line of G points V^ with Vj* 
Definition 1.11. A complete bipartite graph G is a graph 
wAiose vertex set V is partitioned into two nonempty subsets 
Vj^  and V2 such that (u,v) is an edge for each u in V, 
t 6 : 
and V in V j . If IVj^ l • m and IVjl - n, we write G - Kj^  ^. 
Def init ion 1 .12, Two graphs G^ - (Vj ,^E^) and Gj • (V2.E2) * ^ 
isomorphic, denoted by Q^ ^ G2 if there e x i s t s a one to one 
correspondence between their vertex sets W^ and V2 which 
preserves adjacencies (Similarly isomorphism can be defined in 
digraphs.) 
Def ini t ion 1 .13. A digraph D i s self-converse i f D St D'• 
Definit ion 1.14. An oriented graph D i s a digraph with no 
symnetric pairs of directed arcs and without loops . 
Definit ion 1.15. A tournament T = (V,E) i s a complete oriented 
graph with vertex se t V » ^i»^2»*"»% *"** *^^ *®^ ^» ^•®* 
for every pair of ver t i ces v^ ^ and ^f. e i ther ( v ^ t v j i s an 
•re or (vj,v^) i s an arc but not both. The score of a vertex 
v^, denoted by s^ or sioply Sj ,^ i s the outdegree of v^. 
Def init ion 1.16. A bipartite tournament i s a complete bipartite 
oriented graph. 
©30^1?^®!!^  aa 
CHAPTER 2 
ON THE SCX)RES OF TOURNAMENTS 
In this chapter we study some properties of score sequ* 
ences of tournaments. We give a brief review of strong, simple, 
se l f -converse, self-converse and simple, near-simple and nearly-
simple score sequences. We give the algorithm given by Gervacio 
[14] for generating a l l tournament score sequences of a given 
order in lexicographic order. Final ly we give some resul t s on 
the deviation sequence of a score sequence. 
A tournament T » (V,E) i s a complete oriented graph 
with vertex se t V » V|,V2t»*»»v and arc se t E, i . e . for 
any pair of ver t i ces v^ ^ and v^ e i ther (v<»v^) i s an arc or 
(v^,Vj.) i s an arc but not both. The score of a vertex v^ ,^ 
denoted by s„ or simply s* is the outdegree of vertex v.. 
v^ X 1 
The sequence S » (Sj^,82f. . . . s ^ ) with 0 <. s^ ^ Sg 1 . . . <. s^n-1 
i s cal led the score sequence of a tournament T. 
Definit ion 2 . 1 . A score sequence S » (Sj^,S2, . . . ,s^) i s said to 
be realizable by a tournament T i f there e x i s t s a tournament T 
: 8 : 
with V(T) '{'^i*'^2***'*^n\ ®"^ ^ ^^^^ ' i " *(^i) ^^^ ^1^1"* 
Such a T i s known as real izat ion of S. A score sequence S 
i s regular if s, » 82 " ••• " s and near regular i f the maxi-
mum difference between i t s scores i s one. The following resu l t 
of Landau [21] gives a condition for an arbitrary integer sequence 
to be the score structure of some tournament. 
Theorem 2*1 [ 2 l ] Let S « (Sj^,S2» ••'fS^) be a non-decreasing 
sequence of n nonnegative integers not exceeding n-1* Let S^ 
be obtained from S by delet ing one entry s^ and reducing 
n-l-Sj^ largest entr ies of S by 1. Then S i s a score sequ-
ence i f and only if S, i s . 
Def init ion 2.2* A score sequence S i s said to be strong i f 
a l l the tournaments T with score sequence S are strong. We 
now state Landau's [21] existence cr i t er ion; i t includes a deter-
mination of which score sequences are strong. 
Theorem 2.2 [ 2 l ] A nondecreasing sequence ( S| »S2» • •• »Sj.) of 
nonnegative integers i s the score sequence of a tournament i f 
and only i f for k » 1 , 2 , . . . ^ n , 
1-1 *• ^ 
: 9 : 
with equality for k > n. 
Furthermore, the score sequence is strong if and only if 
for 1 < k < n-1 
i«l * 2 i.l * * 
Definit ion 2*3. Let T be a tournament with score sequence S. 
The strong components of S are the score sequences of the strong 
components of T* The following re su l t , which is an extension of 
Theorem 11*13 [ l ] , g ives a l l the strong components of T. 
Theorem 2.3 [ l ] Let T be an n>tournament and S « (S|^,S2*« ^tS^) 
be the score sequence of T. 
Suppose 
and 
i«l 
where 0 ^  p < q i n. 
L -1 - ^^. 
1-1 ^ ^ 
E »i > ''^j"^^ for p+1 i k i q-l 
: 10 : 
Th*n th« tubtournament Inductd by th« v^rt i c t t 
j v . , . . . , v I i s a strong component of T with score sequence 
Theorem 2.3 shows that the strong components of S are 
determined by the successive values of k for which 
E , . J l § = l } , 1 i Ic < n. 
i -1 ^ ^ 
Definit ion 2 . 4 , Let Sj^  » ( *11»®12» * ** »®lm^ ^"^ ^2 " ^®21»*22» 
. . . , S 2 _ ) be two score sequences of order m and n respectively. 
Meraj [29] defined 
Sj^  • $2 • ( *i i»*i2'**"'*lm' 'o+821*'**'22* ***'''**2n^ * 
Obviously S| '*' ^2 is a score sequence of order m-t-n. The plus 
operation defined above is associative but not commutative. 
Suppose Sj^ ,S2r •••»S|^  are the strong components of a 
score sequence S « (s,»S2»••••s ) • The strong components 
^1*^2*'"'^k arranged in an ordered sequence S, ,S2» • • .tSj^  
such that S » Sj^ +S2+«« •+Sj^  is known as the strong component 
deposition of S« 
t 11 t 
Definit ion 2 . 5 . Let Tj^,T2, • • • fTj^  be the tournaments with 
d i s jo in t vertex s e t s . Then T =» [l,,T2*"'*^k^ denotes the 
tournament obtained from T^ ,^ 1 1 i 1 k, by joining every vertex 
of Tj to a l l ver t i ces of T^ with 1 1 i < j 1 Ic. If 
T J , i » 1,2, . . . f l c are the strong components of a tournament T, 
then the strong components may be arranged in such a way that 
T M [ T , ,T2f •••»Tj^] . Such a decomposition i s cal led strong compo-
nent decomposition of T, which i s unique* 
Definit ion 2 .5• Let S « (82^,S2>**«»s ) be the score sequence 
of a tournament T. Then S' = ( n - l - s , . . . , n - l - s , ) i s the score 
sequence of T* , the converse of T. 
Definit ion 2 .6 . A score sequence S » (8i»S2,***,8 ) i s said 
to be simple i f a l l the tournaments having this score sequence 
are isomorphic to each other. All the score sequences of order 
upto 4 are simple. ( 1 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 3 ) and ( 1 , 2 , 2 , 2 , 3 ) are the only score 
sequences of order 5 which are not simple,as there are two non-
isomorphic tournaments with the score sequence ( 1 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 3 ) and 
three non-isomorphic tournaments with the score sequence (1 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,3) 
Avery [ l ] has characterised the simple score sequences. 
: 12 : 
Lemma 2.1 [l] A score sequence S is simple if and only if 
every strong component of S is simple. 
Theorem 2.5 [l] A strong score sequence S is simple if and 
only if it is one of (O), (1,1,1), (1,1,2,2) and (2,2,2,2,2). 
Thus from Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.5, it follows that a 
score sequence is simple if and only if its strong components 
is one of (0), (1,1,1) (1,1,2,2) and (2,2,2,2,2). 
Avery [l] gave a recursive relation to find the number of 
simple score sequences of order n. 
Theorem 2.6 [l] Let s(n) denote the number of sin4>le score 
sequences of order n. Then 
s(n) = s(n-l) + 8(n-3) + s( n-4) + 8(n-5), 
where s( k) « 0 if k < 0 and s(0) = 1. 
Definit ion 2 .7 . A score sequence S == ( s . ,S2» •• •»«„) i s said 
to be self-converse if a l l the tournaments T having the score 
sequence S are se l f converse i . e . T = T'. If S « ( s ^ j S j , . . . , s ) 
i s the score sequence of a tournament T, then S' , the score 
sequence of T', i s S' = ( n - l - s ^ , . . . , n - l - S j ) . All the score 
: 13 : 
sequences of order fewer than four are se l f -converse . 
Eplett [12] has characterised the self-converse score 
sequences* 
Theorem 2*7 [12] A score sequence S • (t^r«2******n^ 
i s self-converse if and only i f 
Sj^+Sj^^^^ » n-1 for 1 i i 1 n. (2 .7 .1) 
This theorem i s equivalent to saying that S i s se l f -
converse if and only i f S «= S* . One needs to verify equation 
(2 .7 .1 ) only for i ~ 1,2» . . . , [ •§ ] . Every regular and near-regular 
score sequences are self -converse. Suppose S i s a score sequ-
ence and S « S.+S2+* • •+Sj^  be i t s strong component decomposition. 
Then S' ="51^  + Sj^  i + . . . + S ' wi l l be the strong component decom-
posi t ion of S ' . Thus S i s self-converse if and only i f 
^i " ^Ic+l-i ^°^ 1 1 i i k. 
Many resu l t s on the scores of tournaments can be found 
in Meraj [ 2 9 ] . 
: 14 : 
Deviation sequence of a score sequence 
Gervacio [14] defined the ( trans i t ive ) deviation sequence 
of the sequence of integers (Sj^,S2t •• • »s„) "to be the sequence 
(dj^,d2,. . . ,d^) where d^ ^ » s^ ^ - ( i - 1 ) and cal led d^ the devia-
tion of s^» The sequence (Sj^,S2t • • ^ fS^) i s nondecreasing if 
and only if ^^i'^i+ii^ ^o' each 1 < n. Also for each 
k k ^ 
k * 1 , 2 , . . . y n , £ d. = £ s^  - (^) so that a nondecreasing 
1-1 ^ 1=1 ^ ^ 
sequence of n integers ( s . ,S2t • • ' tS ) i s a score sequence if 
and only if i t s deviation sequence (d . ,d2, • •^yd ) s a t i s f i e s 
k 
Z d. 2 0 ^or k = l , 2 , . . . , n with quality for k = n. The 
1«1 ^ 
following resu l t s are given by Gervclo [ 1 4 ] . 
Lemna 2.2 [14] Let S => (s^,S2» •••»s^) be a score 
sequence of order n with deviation sequence D « (d. , d 2 f « , d ) , 
(a) If max d^ ^ » M > 0 , then for each 1 <, k £ M, 
there e x i s t s a vertex x such that d » k. 
(b) If mln d^ » n < 0 , then for each -l^k^m, there 
e x i s t s a vertex x such that d = k. 
Lenna 2.3 [14] Let S = (Sj^,S2» •••!s^) be a score 
sequence of order n with deviation sequence D » ( d , , d 2 , » « . , d ) , 
: 15 : 
If c i s the number of negative terms, then c 2 "ax | d^l 
I I 
Definit ion 2.8 Let S =« ( s^,S2f ••• .s^ )^ and S * ( Sj^ tSg* •• ••Sjj) 
be score sequences of order n. Then S precedes S if there 
e x i s t s a posi t ive integer k ^ n such that s^ ^ = s^ for each 
• t 
1 ^ i < k and s^ < s. . In symbols i t i s written as S <, S . 
S i s said to be the successor of S. Also S <, S and 
I I I 1 1 
S ^ S means S <, S . An enumeration of a l l score sequences 
of a given order with the property that the successor of any score 
sequence in the l i s t i s called lexicographic enumeration. 
The successor S » {•it»2*" ''*r? ^^ ^ " ( ^i >*2'' "'^n^ ' 
i f there i s any, can be found by using the following algorithm 
given by Gervacio [ 1 4 ] , 
(1) Determine the maximum k such that s - s , ^ 2 . 
(2) Let s* - s^ for a l l i , i < k. 
(3) Let Sj^  « k^"*"^ ' 
(4) Let s . a 8fc.+l unt i l E s . < (h 
J K i « l ^ 2 
J I s 
(5) Let t be the minimum j such that Z s, < ( i ) 
i« l ^ ^ 
• /tx "^1 • Set Sx « (o) - E «!• 
^ ^ i« l * 
: 16 : 
(6) Let s^ = i -1 for al l i , t < i 1 n. 
Gervacio [14] also gave an algorithm for constructing a tournament 
with a given score sequence. 
Now, we present some resul ts related with deviation 
sequences of score sequences. 
Theorem 2 . 8 . Let D » (d. ,d2f•••»d^) be the deviation sequence 
of the score sequence S « ( sj^ »S2f •• •!e^) • Then every deviation 
s a t i s f i e s the inequal i t ies 
¥i''u¥' 
Proof. Landau (1953) established that 
• ^ < S i < i i ^ (2.8.1) 
Using 3^ « d j - ( i - 1 ) in the inequality ( 2 , 8 . 1 ) , 
we get 
^ < d^- (i-1) <^4=^ 
On simpli f icat ion this gives 
1-i ^ H ^ n- i 
: 17 : 
Remark 2 . 1 . We observe that the deviations of a score sequence 
sat i s fy the inequal i t i es 
l - « ^ d ^ < , ^ - l , when n i s even 
and 
Theorem 2 . 9 . Let D « {6^^,62 f»t^j.) be the deviation sequence 
of a score sequence S =» (s]^,S2t••• »s ) . Then S i s strong i f 
and only i f for 1 1 k jC n-1 
ic n 
Z d , > 0 and E d , « 0 . 
i * l ^ i« l ^ 
Proof. Landau's [21] resul t i s that S = ( s . tS2»• • •»s ) i s a 
strong score sequence i f and only i f for 1 i. k j< n-1 
^ s , > J 4 = i l and z s , . i i ^ = i l . 
i« l i 2 i=l i 2 
Thus, for 1 i k i n-1, 
i , j £ L | = i l > 0 and Z s , - a ^ = i i . 0 
1=1 *• "^  1=1 ^ ^ 
: 18 : 
Ic 
.^- di > 0 and r" d 
i« l 
Hence the r e s u l t . 
of S. 
II 
The foUowlna resu l t , gives a l l th . * 
gives a l l the strong component! 
Theorem 2 .10 . Let D - (d, .d H i . . 
^ "^ 'n^ >» the deviation sequence 
Of a score se<^ence S - ( s^ .s^ »„) . 
Suppose 
P 
i=l ^ ' .^. d^ = 0 
and "^^  
i i i <^ i > 0 for p+l < k < ^i 
Where 0 < p < q < „. 
Then the score sequence whose deviation _. 
^"•^"^'"•^^^ V ^* - strong component Of s . 
Definit ion 2 . 9 . Let D « fd H 
^' 2 —-^d^) be the deviation 
sequence Of a score sec^ence s = ( s s 
that D ' = ( ^ . ' 2 s „ ) . We Observe 
n' n - l ' " - » - d , ) i s the deviating 
Suppose D, « ( d d '«-^^*ion sec^ence Of s ' . 
1 l l ' ^ 1 2 - - - . d i „ ) and D . , (d^, H H ^ 
2 ^ 21'°22"*-»d2„) are 
sequence i s 
: 19 : 
the deviation sequences of the score sequences 
^1 ~ ^®ii»*i2»***»®lm^ "^** ^2 " (S2j^»*22»"*'®2n^ respect ive ly . 
We define Dj^ "*02 = (^ii»^i2» •••»**lin» *^2i»^22» *' * »^2n^' ^* ®^ 
easy to see that ^1*^2 ^^  ^ ^ deviation sequence of Sj^ -t-S2* 
Let D| 9D2« •• •fO|^  be the deviation sequences of the strong 
components S^,S2r •• t^ S)^  of a score sequence S •• ( Sj ,^S2» ••'fSfj) 
whose deviation sequence i s D = (d. ^dg, •• •fd^) . Then we see 
I I I I 
that D s D +^Og +...+D,j and D » D|^  + D^^^ + , . , 4 0 j . 
Theorem 2.11* A score sequence is simple i f and only if each 
of i t s strong components have deviation sequences one from ( 0 ) , 
( 1 , 0 - 1 ) , (1 ,0 ,0 -1) and ( 2 , 1 , 0 , - 1 , - 2 ) . 
Proof. Avery [ l ] reported that a score sequence i s simple i f 
and only i f each of i t s strong components i s one of (O), ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) , 
( 1 ,1 ,2 ,2 ) and ( 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 ) . The deviation sequences corresponding 
to these are (O), ( 1 , 0 , - 1 ) , ( 1 , 0 , 0 , - 1 ) and ( 2 , 1 , 0 , - 1 , - 2 ) respec-
t i v e l y , hence the r e s u l t . 
Suppose D s (d. ,d2, • . • ,d ) i s the deviation sequence of 
a score sequence S « (S2^tS2* • • • # $ ) . I t i s obvious that S i s 
I 
self-converse score sequence i f and only i f 0 » D . We have the 
: 20 : 
following result. 
Theorem 2,12, A score sequence S =» (s,,S2»«««»8 ) is self-
converse if and only if its deviation sequence S « (d.,d2>*«*fd ) 
satisfies 
d^ + d^ _^ j^ _^  = 0 for all i, 1 i i 1 n. 
Proof, Eplett [12] has shovm that a score sequence S ^ s« >S2t •••>Sj^ 
i s self-converse i f and only i f 
s^ + Sj^ i^ ^ = n-1 for 1 £, i ^ n. 
Using ^i "* *i •" ( i ~ l ) • we see that a score sequence S 
i s self-converse if and only if 
d^ - ( i - 1 ) + d^^j_^ + ( n + l - i ) - l = n-1 for a l l i , KijCn. 
or d^ + ^n+l-i ' ^ ^°^ *^^ »^ 1 1 i 1 "• 
©sa^ipi'giii aaa 
CHAPTER 3 
ON THE SCORES OF BIPARTITE TOURNAMENTS 
In this chapter we study one more class of tournaments 
known as bipartite tournaments. Belneke [6] has made comparisons 
of the results for the two classes of tournaments, namely ordinary 
tournaments and bipartite tournaments. Bipartite tournanents can 
be considered as the result of competition between the Individuals 
of two teams, or comparison between the Items in two sets. In the 
case of competition between the individuals of two teams, each 
player of a team plays with every player of the other team with-
out having ties (draws)* In the event of comparison between the 
items in two sets one is asked to give his choice of each item 
in one set to every item in the other set. 
A bipartite tournament is a complete oriented bipartite 
graph. Thus an mxn bipartite tournament T consists of two 
partite sets say X « [*i*^2*'"'\\ ^^ ^ ° l'^l*'^2''"'^nj 
of vertices, and mn arcs between X and Y. If the scores 
(or outdegrees) of x^ and y^ are denoted by a^  and b. 
respectively, f or 1 j< 1 <. m and 1 1 j 1 n, then A « [ajL,a2,.. .,aj 
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and B • [b,»b2,»».fb ] with 0 ^ * 1 — *2— • • • i ^ . i * * ^^ 
O ^ b , <.b^<, • • • i b < i n are cal led the score l i s t s of T. 
We mention some known resu l t s on the bipart i te score l i s t s 
and the strong components of bipart i te score l i s t s . We study the 
total number of bipart i te score l i s t s of order mxn and total 
number of strong bipart i te score l i s t s of order mxn. Few resul ts 
on simple (uniquely realizable) and self-converse bipart i te score 
l i s t s are also reported. 
Def ini t ion 3 . 1 . Let A and B be l i s t s of non-negative integers . 
The pair (A^B) i s said to be real izable i f there e x i s t s a bipart i te 
tournament T with score l i s t s A and B. 
Def ini t ion 3 . 2 . Suppose A » [a. a^Qt ••• fdg,] and B a [b^,b2f •• . ,b^] 
are score l i s t s of some bipartite tournanent. The l i s t s 
A = [n-a|^,n-a2f . . . f n-a^] and B = [m-b, jitt-bg* . . . fm-b ] are 
cal led the duals of A and B. Clearly i f (A»B) i s rea l izable , 
so i s (A ,B ) . 
Def ini t ion 3 . 3 . A pair of score l i s t s (A^B) i s said to be strong 
if a l l the bipartite tournaments T with score l i s t s (A,B) are 
strong. 
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Definit ion 3 .4 . Let T be a bipart i te tournament with score 
l i s t s (A,B). The strong components of (A,B) are the pair of 
score l i s t s of the strong components of T. 
There are several known cr i ter ia for determining whether 
or not a given pair of l i s t s belongs to a bipart i te tournament. 
The f i r s t we give i s a generalization of Gale's constructive 
cr i ter ion [ 1 3 ] . 
Theorem 3.1 [ 7 ] . Let A = [aj^»a2»' * *'^ m^ "^** ^ * [bj^,b2, . . . ib^] 
be l i s t s of non-negative integers in nondecreasing order. Suppose 
that A i s obtained from A by delet ing one entry a i , and B 
i s obtained from B by reducing the largest n-a^ entr ies by 1 
each. Then (A,B) i s a pair of score l i s t s if and only i f (A ,B ) 
i s . 
We now turn to an existence cr i ter ion for r e a l i z a b i l i t y 
of score l i s t s . I t was found by Moon [ X ] who infact established 
a more general resul t for multipartite tournaments. 
Theorem 3.2 [ 7 ] . A pair of l i s t s A =[a^,a2, • • •,3^^] and 
B = [ b , , b 2 , . . . , b ^ ] of non-negative integers in nondecreasing order 
are the score l i s t s of an mxn bipart i te tournament if and only if 
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for k « l ,2»*. . fm and C*" Xf2»***»n, 
Z a. + E b . 2 k , (3 .2 .1) 
i« l ^ j » l J 
with equa l i ty when k » m and 0= n . 
Furthermore, the r e a l i z a t i o n s are strong if and only if 
a, > 0 , b, > 0 and the i n e q u a l i t i e s (3 .2 ,1) are a l l s t r i c t 
(except when k > m and I' n ) . 
Another exis tence c r i t e r i o n i s due to Ryser [35] and i t 
was o r i g i n a l l y given in the context of row and column sums in 
matr ices of zeros and ones. 
Now, we give some d e f i n i t i o n s found in [29 ] • 
Def in i t ion 3 . 5 . Let "^ i »^2'* * * ' ^ D ^ ^ ^ b i p a r t i t e tournaments 
with d i s j o i n t p a r t i t e s e t s . Let X^^ and Y. be the p a r t i t e s e t s 
and 
of the b i p a r t i t e tournament T^^ for 1 1 i i P* Clear ly 
p 
X j ^ n X j « 0 and Y^f)Y^m^ for i i^  j . Let X = U X^ 
P 
Y = U Y. . Now T = [ T , , T ^ , . . . , T ] denotes the b i p a r t i t e j = l J 1 2 p 
tournament obtained from the b i p a r t i t e tournamentsT,(l <, i 1 p) 
with p a r t i t e s e t s X and Y such t h a t the arcs of T are the 
arcs of 7^ and each ver tex of Y. dominates every ver tex of 
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XM for j < i and each vertex of Xi dominates every vertex 
of Yj for i < j . 
The following resul t [7] i s a d irect consecpaence of 
theorem 3.2 and follows from def in i t ion 3 .5 . 
Theorem 3 . 3 . Let A • [ a i , a 2 , . . . » a ] and B » [b . ,b2 , • . . »b^] 
be score l i s t s of a reducible mxn biparti te tournament. 
( i ) If SLj = "^  or b » m, then there i s a corresponding 
t r i v i a l component (cons is t ing of one vertex which 
dominates a l l the ver t i ces in the other part i te s e t ) ; 
( i i ) Otherwise, i f k and c are the largest indices with 
k < m and t < n such that 
•c i 
Z a^  + I b^ = k , 
1=1 ^ j»i J 
then the non-trivial dominating component consists 
of a l l the vert ices in the two part i te se ts with 
scores exceeding aj^  and b* , respect ive ly . 
Now we give some resu l t s [4] which concern the existence 
of bipartite tournaments and their properties under special condi-
t ions . The f i r s t involves pairs of l i s t s in which one l i s t i s 
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constant or near*-constant« 
Theorem 3.4 [ 4 ] . Let A = [a^ ,^ a2» •• *>a|^ ] and B « [bj^»b2» • ••»b^] 
be a realizable pair of score l i s t s , with 0 < a^^ < n and 
0 < bj < m. If 1 a^ i^  - d]^ ! ^ I for any i»k « 1,2 , •••yin, then 
any bipartite tournament with score l i s t s A and B i s strong* 
Theorem 3.5 [ 4 ] , Let A « [a , , a2» • • . »a ] ( in nondecreasing order) 
and B ^ [ b , b , . . . , b ] be l i s t s such that (A,B) i s rea l i zab le . 
Suppose that aj ,^ a^  are two entr ies in A with a^^ > 0 and 
a < n. Define a new l i s t A « Laj^ta2».'.»a J as follows: 
a. » a,+l (. i 
a = a^ for i ;* k,t • 
I 
Then (A ,B} is realizable. 
Theorem 3.6 [4]. Suppose (A,B) is a pair of strong score lists. 
If A is obtained from A by adding 1 to some entry and B is 
obtained from B by subtracting 1 from some entry, then (A ,B ) 
is realizable. 
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The following definitions are given by Meraj [29]. 
Definition 3.6. Let Tj^fT2»»»'»T be the strong components of 
a bipartite tournament T. The strong components T,,T2».«.fT 
can be arranged in an ordered secfuence T. ,T2,...»T such that 
T • [T,,T2»...fT ]. This is known as the strong component 
decomposition. 
Definition 3.7. Let A = [a,,82,...,a ] and B • [b.,b2f...,b ] 
be a pair of mxn bipartite score lists and C = [c, ,C2»•..»c ] 
and D = [dj^,d2,... ,d ] be another of pxq bipartite score 
lists Meraj defined 
A-fC = [aj^ ,a2»»»«,au^ ,n+Cj^ ,n+C2, ...»n+c ], 
B+D = [b« f b^t...»b fOH^ l. ^ m+d^f • • * t"^^-] • 
Let T^ and T2 be the realizations of the pairs of 
bipartite score lists C and D , and A and B respectively. 
Then T = [TJ^,T2] is a realization of the pair of lists A-fC 
and B+O. So A4C and B4D is a pair of score lists. 
Definition 3.8. Let A and B be a pair of bipartite score 
lists and A^ and B^ ^ for 1 1 i 1 p be the strong components 
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of A and B. Then the strong components A^ and B^ ^ can be 
arranged in such a way t h a t A = A, + A2 + ••• A and 
B = B, + Bo + •••+B . Such a decomposition of A and B into 1 2 p 
i t s strong components i s known as the strong component decompo-
s i t i o n . 
Suppose t(m,n) denote the t o t a l number of p a i r s of 
b i p a r t i t e score l i s t s of order mxn. Obviously t(m,n) = t (n ,m) . 
In case of ordinary tournaments, the t o t a l number of score sequ-
ences of order n has been evaluated by Narayna and Bent [ 3 2 ] , 
but for b i p a r t i t e tournaments there i s no general methbd to 
ca lcu la te t(m,n) for d i f f e r en t values of m and n. Meraj [29] 
presented an exhaust ive search technique to generate a l l t(m,n) 
p a i r s of b i p a r t i t e score l i s t s of order mxn and reported the 
values of t(m,n) for some values of m and n got with the 
help of computer* 
The following values of t (2 ,n ) were reported in [ 2 9 ] . 
n = 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
t ( 2 , n ) - 7 13 22 34 50 70 95 125 161 
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Now, we give a formula to ca l cu l a t e the number of b i -
p a r t i t e score l i s t s of order 2xn for a l l n . 
Theorem 3 .7 . (a) The number of b i p a r t i t e score l i s t s of order 
2xn, when n i s even say n = 21c i s given by 
t (2 ,2k) - ^ 
(b) The number of bipartite score lists of order 2xn 
when n is odd say n » 21c-»-l is given by 
t(2,2k^l) • {^*l){^l2){Ak^) ^ ^^^ 3^^ k = l,2,3 
Proof, (a) We know, 
2 2 
t(2,2x1) r' 7 a (1 +2 ) + (1x2) 
2 2 2 
t(2,2x2) = 22 = (1 +2 +3 ) + (1x2) + (2x3) 
2 2 2 2 
t(2,2x3) - 50 = (1 +2 +3 +4 )+(lx2) + (2x3) + (3x4) 
2 2 9 2 2 
t(2,2x4) - 95 = (1 +2 +3 +4 +5 )+(1x2)+(2x3)+(3x4)+(4x5) 
and so on. 
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In general» we can wri te 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 / ] 
t ( 2 , 2 k ) - 1 +2 +3 + . . . + ( k + l ) + J ( lx2 )+(2x3)+(3x4) + . . . + l c ( k + l ) | 
(k-H)(k-t-2)(2k-t-3) . k( k-t-1) ( k-t-2) 
6 3 
(k-H)(k^2)(4kH-3) 
o 
Thus , t ( 2 , 2k ) =('c^l(>c^2)(4k^3) ^^^3^i k = 1 , 2 , 3 
Proof of ( b ) . Again, we know, 
2 2 
t( 2,2x1+1) = 13 = (1 +2 ) + (1x2 + 2x3) 
2 2 2 
t (2 ,2x2+1) a 34 - (1 +2 +3 ) + (1x2+2x3+3x4) 
2 2 2 2 
t (2 ,2x3+1) = 70 = (1 +2 +3 +4 ) + (1x2+2x3+3x4+4x5) 
2 2 2 2 2 
t (2 ,2x4+1) = 125 = (1 +2 +3 +4 +5 ) + (1x2+2x3+3x4+4x5+5x6) 
and so on. 
In genera l , we have 
f 2 2 2 
t ( 2 , 2 k + l ) = 1 +2 +3 + . . . + ( k+1) j + ax2+2x3+3x4+ . . .+ (k+ l ) (k+2) f 
^ (k+l) (k+2)(2k+3) , (k+l ) (k+2)(k+3) 
o 3 
, (>c+l)(k+2)(4k+9) 
o 
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Hence. t{2.21c+l) = iJtt lI i l£«l i i !S±2i , for a l l k = 1 .2 ,3 II 
Let t (m,n) denote the number of pairs of bipart i te 
score l i s t s of order mxn having at l e a s t one score zero. The 
following resul t i s given by Meraj [29] . 
Theorem 3 . 8 . t (m,n) « t(m-l,n) + t ( m , n - l ) . 
This resul t shows that there are t(m-l ,n)+t(m,n-l) pairs 
of bipart i te score l i s t s of order mxn which have receivers or 
transmitters. 
Let ts(m,n) denote the total number of strong pairs 
of bipartite score l i s t s of order mxn. No resul t i s known 
which gives the values of ts(m,n) for a l l values of m and n. 
Below we give the values of t8(3,n) for some values of n. 
n « 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 1 2 
ts (3 ,n) » 4 8 16 27 42 62 86 117 152 196 
Now we give a general formula to calculate ts(3,n) for 
all n = 1,2,3,.... 
Theorem 3.9. (a) The number of strong bipartite score lists of 
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order 3xn, n even, say n = 2k i s given by 
3 2 
ts(3,2k) « ^iL±6k^-=-iii£±^ for a l l k = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . 
(b) The number of strong bipartite score lists of order 3xn, 
n odd, say n = 2k+l is given by 
ts(3,2k+l) ^ 2k -^9k .5k^6 
Proof of (a)• We know, 
ts( 3,2x2) a 8 = 8 + 19(2-2) 
ts( 3,2x3) . 27 » 8 •»- 19(3-2) 
t8(3,2x4) - 62 • 8 + 19(4-2)+4x4 
ts( 3,2x5) -117 « 8 + 19(5-2)+4x4+( 4+5) 
ts( 3,2x6) =196 = 8 + 19(6-2)+4x4+4(4+5)+4(4+5+6) 
and so on. 
In general, we have 
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t s ( 3 , 2 k ) = 8 + 19(k-2)+4x4+4( 4+5)+4( 4+5+6)+ . . . + 4 ( 4+5+6+...+lc) 
* 8 + 19(k-2) + 4[4+(4+5)+(4+5+6)+ . . . + ( 4 + 5 + 6 + . . . + k ) ] . 
. 8 ^ 19(!c-2) + 4Ci4=4i4i4i ^ (5-3^(5+4) ^ (6-3)^6+4) 
2 2 2 
» 8 + 19(lc-2) + 2 [ ( 4 +4-12)+(5 +5-12)+(6 +6-12) 
2 
+ , . . + ( k + k - 1 2 ) ] . 
2 2 2 2 
« 8 + 1 9 ( k - 2 ) + 2 [ ( 4 +5 +6 + . . . + k )+(4+5+6+. . .+k)-12( k - 3 ) ] . 
3 2 2 
« 8 + 19( k-2) + 2C^^^- i^pic=84 ^ kJt |=12 . i 2 ( k-S) ] . 
3 2 
2k +6k - l l k + 6 
3 2 
Thus t s ( 3 , 2 k ) - ^^S-±^ | -= i i^^ fo r k - 2 , 3 , 4 , . . . 
For k = 1 , we observe t h a t 
3 
) +6(_ 
2 
t s ( 3 , 2 x l ) « t s ( 3 , 2 ) » 2(1) 6(1) -11 (1 )+6 ^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^ 
3 2 
Hence t s ( 3 . 2 k ) = ^^ "^^ ' l l l c + 6 ^^^ ^^ ^^  ^ ^ 1 . 2 , 3 , 
Proof of (b) we know. 
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ts (3 ,2x1+1) « 4 - 4 + 1 2 ( 1 - 1 ) 
ts( 3,2x2+1) = 16 a 4+12(2-1) 
ts( 3,2x3+1) « 42 - 4+12(3-1)+2(7) 
ts( 3,2x4+1) « 86 « 4+12(4-1)+2(7)+2(7+9) 
ts ( 3,2x5+1) =152 = 4+12(5-1)+2(7)+2(7+9)+2(7+9+11) 
and so on* 
In genera l , we can write 
t s ( 3 , 2 k + l ) = 4+12(k- l )+2(7)+2( 7+9)+2(7+9+11)+ . . . + 2 ( 7 + 9 + l l + . . . + ( 2 k + l ) ) 
2 
= 4+l2( lc- l )+2[7+( 7+9)+( 7+9+11)+ . . . + ( k +2k-8)] 
2 2 2 2 
= 4 + 1 2 ( k - l ) + 2 [ ( 3 +6-8)+(4 +8-8)+(5 + 1 0 - 8 ) + . . . + ( k +2k-8)] 
2 2 2 2 
= 4 + 1 2 ( k - l ) + 2 [ ( 3 +4 +5 + . . . + k )+( 6+8+10+.. .+2 k)-8( k-2) ] 
3 2 2 
a 4+12(k- l )+2[ •2iL±3k_+k;3a ^ ^^ +k-6)-8k+16] 
3 2 
2k +9k -5k+6 
= 3 
3 2 
Thus, t s ( 3 , 2 k + l ) « ^^ '^\ -^ '^ •^ ^ for a l l k » 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . . 
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Simple pairs of b ipar t i t e score l i s t s 
If a pair (A,B) is realizable and a l l i t s real izat ions 
are isomorphic, then (A»B) is called a simple pair of b ipar t i te 
score l i s t s (or (A,B) is called uniquely real izable . ) As an 
i l l u s t r a t i on , i t is easi ly seen that if one of the l i s t s in a 
real izable pair has a l l i t s en t r ies as I ' s (we say that th is 
l i s t is constantly 1) , then a l l rea l iza t ions must be isomorphic 
Beineke and Moon [7] had f i r s t characterised strong pairs of 
single b ipar t i t e score l i s t s . 
We have the following observations. 
Theorem 3.10 [ 7 ] . A pair of b ipar t i t e score l i s t s is simple 
if and only if each of i t s strong component is simple. 
Theorem 3.11 [ 7 ] , A pair of b ipar t i t e score l i s t s (A,B) is 
t f 
simple if and only if the dual pair (A ,B ) is simple. 
Bagga and Beineke [4] gave a better characterisation of 
strong pairs of simple bipartite score lists. 
Theorem 3.12 [4]. A strong pair (A,B) of score lists is simple 
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if and only if one of the following holds: 
(I) (without loss of generality) A » [ l , l , . . . , l ] or i t s dual 
and B i s arbitrary; 
ill] (without l o t s of 9«n«r«lity) A « Cx,«,«»•.«,«3 or i t t 
dual and B » [ b , b , . . . , b ] ; 
[ I I I ] (without l o s s of generality) A « [ l , a , a , . . . , a ] or i t s 
dual and B » [ 2 , 2 , . . . » 2 ] . 
MeraJ [29] gave the following r e s u l t . 
Theorem 3.13 [ 2 9 ] . Let A^^ and b^ for i * 1,2 be a pair 
of simple bipart i te score l i s t s . Then the pair of bipart i te 
score l i s t s A = A.+A2 and B = Bi'*"^ ^ ^^  also simple. 
I t follows immediately from Theorem 3.13 that i f A^ and 
B^ for 1 1 i £ q be pairs of simple bipartite score l i s t s , then 
the pair of bipart i te score l i s t s A » A,+A2+...+A and 
B = B^+B2+«..+B i s also simple. 
Self-converse bipart i te score l i s t s 
A pair of mxn bipartite score l i s t s A = [a«,a2*»** 
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and B « [bj^»b2t ••• tb 3 i s said to be self-converse if a l l the 
bipart i te tournaments T with score l i s t s A and B are se l f -
converse, that i s T ^ T . Beineke [6] and Beineke and Moon [7] 
have claimed that a natural analogue of Eplett*s [12] characteri-
sation of self-converse score sequences in case of ordinary tour-
naments, must be as follows: 
A pair of bipart i te score l i s t s A > [»it^f * *• f^j,^] 
and B = [b , ,b2»• • • tb ] i s self-converse if and only i f 
» ! + ^nH-i-i * " *^*^  i 1 i 1 °» ^ )^ 
and ^^i^'^n+l-l ** " ^^^ i i J 1 "^  (^^) 
I t i s equivalent to saying that a pair of bipart i te score 
l i s t s (A,B) i s self-converse i f and only if A « A and B » B . 
Beineke and Moon [7] reported a counter example with 
l i s t s A = [ 1 , 1 , 1 , 3 , 3 , 3 ] and B « [ 2 , 2 , 4 , 4 ] . This s a t i s f i e s 
A =A and B = B but i s not se l f -converse . So they claimed 
that equations ( i ) and ( i i ) are necessary conditions for a pair 
of score l i s t s (A,B) to be se l f -converse . MeraJ [29] gave an 
example which shows that equations ( i ) and ( i i ) are not even 
necessary condit ions. 
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Example. Consider A » [ l , l , l ] and B = [ 2 , 2 , 2 ] , a simple 
pair of bipartite score l i s t s . Here A f A and B f B, i . e . 
equations ( i) and ( i i ) are not s a t i s f i e d . But A'» B and 
B'« A which shows that the pair of bipart i te score l i s t s i s 
self-converse because if T i s the real izat ion of (A,B) then 
T' i s the real izat ion of (A ,B ) , i . e . of (A,B) and hence 
T «• T . Thus the equations (1) and ( i l ) are necessary conditions 
for ( A , B ) to be self-converse when m ^ n. 
Theorem 3.14 [ 2 9 ] . Let A » C^i'S^* •• • •^20+1^ ^^ ® ~ ^^1*^2*'"* 
bj j,i]» P I* Qf b® a pair of score l i s t s . Then (A,B) cannot be 
sel f -converse. 
For p = q, (A,B) may be se l f -converse . For example, 
l e t A = [ 0 , 2 , 2 ] , B = [ 1 , 1 , 3 ] . Here m » n = 3 . We observe 
that (A,B) i s simple with A » B and B = A. So (A,B) i s 
se l f -converse. 
(gia^ip^iEsii aw 
CHAPTER 4 
ON THE SCORES OF ORIENTED GRAPHS 
In t h i s chapter we repor t Avery's [2] concept of score 
s t ruc tu re of or ien ted graphs. We cha rac t e r i s e i r r educ ib le score 
sequences of or iented graphs and give a condit ion for a score 
sequence to belong to exac t ly one or ien ted graph. F ina l l y v^e 
give an algorithm for generat ing a l l score sequences of an o r i -
ented graph of a given order in lexicographic order and we present 
a method of cons t ruc t ion of an or ien ted graph with a given score 
sequence. 
An or iented graph is a digraph with no symmetric pa i r s 
of d i rec ted arcs and without loops . Let D be an or ien ted graph 
with ver tex s e t V ^ {'^i*'^2*'* **^nl * ^"^ ^®^ ^v ^'^ ^v ^^^^^te 
the outdegree and indegree r e spec t ive ly of a ver tex v . Avery [2] 
defined s^ = n - l+o^ - i^ , 0 <. s^ £ 2n-2 , as the score of ver tex v 
and S s ( Sj^,S2, • • ' f s^) in nondecreasing order i s the score 
sequence of D. Any or iented graph can be in te rp re ted as the 
r e s u l t of a round-robin competition in which t i e s (draws) are 
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allowed; that i s , the participants play each other once, with 
an arc from u to v i f and only i f u defeats v , A player 
receives two points for each win and one point for each t i e . 
With this scoring system, player v obtains a total of s^ 
po int s . An arc from vertex u to vertex v i s denoted by 
u » v and u ro v or v rg u means neither u ——> v nor 
V » u . 
The following resul t of Avery [2] i s a generalization of 
Theorem 2.2 to score sequences of a l l oriented graphs. 
Theorem 4.1 [2] A nondecreasing sequence of nonnegative integers 
S = (S]^te2( • •• t s ) i s the score sequence of an oriented graph 
i f and only if for k « l , 2 , . . , , n 
k 
Z s^ 2 kCk-l) 
and equality holds for k = n« 
Definition 4,1. A triple in an oriented graph is an induced 
subdigraph with three vertices. Avery [2] gave the following 
results. 
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Theorem 4,2 [ 2 ] . Let D and D be two oriented graphs with 
i 
the same score sequence. Then D can be transformed to D by 
successively transforming appropriate t r ip les in one of the 
following ways: 
e i ther (a) by changing a cyc l ic tr iple ( in trans i t ive ) 
u — ^ V, V - • > w, w > u to a transi t ive tr ip le u (V v, 
V ro w, w rJ u, which has the same score sequence, or 
vice versa; or (b) by changing an intransi t ive tr iple 
u > V, V > w, u r^  w to a transi t ive tr ip le u hJ v, 
V/>j w, u —> Wy which has the same score sequence or 
vice versa* 
Theorem 4.3 [2]« Among a l l the oriented graphs with a given score 
sequence, those with the fewest arcs are transit ive* 
The next resu l t provides a useful recursive t e s t of 
whether a given sequence of non-negative integers i s the score 
sequence of an oriented graph. 
Theorem 4.4 [ 2 ] . Suppose S i s a sequence of n integers 
between 0 and 2n-2 inc lus ive . Let S be obtained from S 
by deleting the greatest entry 2n-2-r say, and reducing each of 
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the greatest r remaining entries in S by 1. Then S i s a 
score sequence if and only if S i s . 
Theorem 4.4 provides an algorithm for determining whether 
a given nondecreasing sequence S of nonnegative integers i s a 
score sequence, and for constructing a corresponding oriented 
graph. At each stage we form S according to theorem 4.4 and 
so that the scores of S are also nondecreasing. If s^ a2n-2-r, 
n 
th is means delet ing s and reducing the r greatest remaining 
entr ies by 1 each to form S » ^ s ^ . s ^ f ' t S ^^) while ensuring 
that this i s also nondecreasing. Arcs of an oriented graph are 
t 
defined by n — > v if and only if s^ « s^. If this procedure 
is applied recursively, then (a) it tests whether S is a 
score sequence; and if S is a score sequence (b) an oriented 
graph ^(S) with score sequence S is constructed. For example, 
let S " (s,5,4,5,7,8). 
Here n = 6 . * A - X ^ C N 
S S Arcs of (S) 
(3,3,4,5,7,8) (3,3,4,4,6) 6-—> 1, 6 —> 2, 6 —» 3 
(3,3,4,4,6) (3,3,3,3) 5 _> 1, 5 -^ 2 
(3,3,3,3) (2,2,2) 
(2,2,2) (1,1) 
(1.1) (0) 
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Theorem 4.5 [2]. The oriented graph A(S) is transitive for 
any score sequence S. 
Theorem 4,6 [2]. There is no oriented graph with score sequence 
S which has fewer arcs than A(S) . 
Irreducible score sequences 
An oriented graph D is reducible if it is possible to 
partition its vertices into two nonempty sets V» and V^ in 
such a way that every vertex of V2 is adjacent to all vertices 
of V, . Let D. and Dg be induced digraphs having vertex 
sets W^ and V2 respectively. Then D consists of all the 
arcs of Dj^  and D2 and every vertex of D^ is adjacent to all 
vertices of D^ .^ We write D » [0^^,02]. If this is not possible, 
then the oriented graph D is irreducible. Let D,,D2,...,D. be 
irreducible oriented graphs with disjoint vertex sets. Now 
D « CDJ^»D2''"'^Ic^ denotes the oriented graph having all arcs 
of D^, 1 1 i 1 k, and every vertex of D. is adjacent to all 
vertices of D^ ^ with 1 £ i < j <, k. 0^^,02,... ,Dj^  are called 
irreducible components of D. Such a decomposition is known as 
irreducible component decomposition of D, which is unique. 
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Definit ion 4 . 2 . A score sequence S i s said to be irreducible 
if a l l the oriented graphs D with score sequence S are i rre -
ducible. 
In case of ordinary tournaments, the score sequence 
S « ( s , , S 2 » • • • » s ) used to decide whether a tournament T having 
score sequence S» i s strong or not [ 1 6 ] . This is not true in 
case of oriented graphs. For example, the oriented graphs 0^ ^ 
and D2 in figure 4 ,1 both have score sequence (2^2,2) but D^ 
i s strong and O2 i s not. 
A 
/ 
"2 
Figure 1 
The following result characterises irreducible oriented 
graphs. 
Theorem 4,7. Let D be an oriented graph having score 
sequence ( s^.Sg, •. • ,8^ )^ . Then D is irreducible if and only 
if, for Ic = 1,2, ...,n-l 
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£ s. > k(k-l) (4.7.1) 
i=l ^ 
and I s. = n(n-l) (4.7.2) 
i=l ^ 
Proof. Suppose D is an Irreducible oriented graph having 
score sequence (sj^ ,S2» •• • f s ) . Condition (4.7.2) holds since 
Theorem 4.1 has already established it for any oriented graph. 
To verify inequalities (4.7.1), we observe that for any integer 
k < n, the subdigraph induced by any set of k vertices has a 
sum of scores k(k-l). Since D is irreducible, there must be 
an arc from at least one of these vertices to one of the other 
n-k vertices. Thus, for 1 i k ^  n-1, 
k 
L s. > k(k-l) . 
i»l ^ 
For the converse, suppose conditions (4 .7 .1 ) and (4 .7 .2) 
hold. We know by Theorem 4.1 that there e x i s t s an oriented 
graph D with these scores. Assume that such an oriented graph 
D i s reducible. Let D « [DJ^.D^, . . .,Dj^] be irreducible component 
decomposition of D. If m i s the number of ver t i ce s in D. , 
then m < n, and the following equation holds, 
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m 
I s^  » m(iB-l) 
i=l ^ 
which i s a con t r ad i c t i on , proving the converse. II 
The following r e s u l t i s an extension of Theorem 2 , 3 . 
Theorem 4 . 8 . Let D be an or ien ted graph with score sequence 
S « (s^,S2»»»«»s^). Suppose tha t 
and 
E s . = p ( p - l ) , E s . « q(cT-l) 
i« l ^ 1=1 ^ 
k 
r s^ > k ( k - l ) , for p+1 < k < q - 1 , 
i=l ^ 
where 0 ^ p ^ q < n. 
Then the subdigraph induced by the v e r t i c e s i v ^ ^ ^ v . * • • • » 
V ( i s an i r r educ ib le component of D with score sequence 
^ *p+l-2P' ^p+2-2P»•••»Sq-2P). 
Now S i s i r r educ ib le if D i s i r r educ ib le and the 
i r r educ ib le components of S are the score sequences of the 
i r r educ ib le components of D. Theorem 4.8 shows t h a t the i r r e -
ducible components of S are determined by the successive values 
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of k for which 
E s. » Ic(lc-l), 1 i Ic i n (4 .8 .1) 
i«l ^ 
we i l l u s t r a t e i t with the following example. Let S = ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 8 , 
8 , 8 , 1 3 , 1 3 ) . Equation (4 .8 .1) i s s a t i s f i e d for k = 3 , 6 , 8 . Thus 
the i r reduc ib le components of S are ( l , 2 , 3 ) , (2 ,2 ,2 ) and (1,1) 
in ascending order . 
Def in i t ion 4 . 3 . Let S, « ^®ii»*12»* * *•®lm^ ^"^ 
$2 = ( ®21»®22» * * •'^2n^ ^ ^''^ score sequences of order m and n 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
We define 
^l"*'^ 2 "^  ( Sii»*i2» • ••»*lm'^'°'*^^21»^°***22» * • •'^'''***2n^ • 
Clear ly S.+S2 i s a score sequence of order m+n. 
Def in i t ion 4 . 4 . Let S = ( s . ,S2»•••»s ) be a score sequence of 
any or iented graph. Suppose Sj^,S2» . . .,Sj^ are the i r r educ ib le 
components of S. The i r reduc ib le components S, , 82 , • . . ,Sj^ can 
be arranged in an ordered sequence S , ,S2 ,» .» ,S . such t h a t 
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S » S,+S2+»'«+Sj^. Such a decomposition is known as the irredu-
cible component decomposition of S. 
c;it0pie score sequences 
A score sequence is simple if it belongs to exactly one 
oriented graph. We characterise simple score sequences of 
oriented graphs. First we have the following observation. 
Theorem 4.9« The score sequence S of an oriented graph is 
simple if and only if every irreducible component of S is 
simple• 
The following result determines which irreducible score 
sequences are simple. 
Theorem 4.10. Let S be an irreducible score sequence. Then 
S is simple if and only if it is one of (O) or (1,1). 
Proof. Suppose S is an irreducible score sequence and 
let D be an oriented graph having score sequence S. We 
have three cases to consider, (l) D has n ^ 3 vertices. 
(2) D has two vertices. (3) D has one vertex. 
Case 1. D has n 2 3 vertices. Since S is irreducible, 
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therefore there e x i s t s vert ices u,v and w such that D has 
a cyc l ic tr ip le u —>v, v —> w, w —> u; or an intransi t ive 
tr ip le u rJ V, v ro w, u —> w; or a transi t ive tr ip le u —> v, 
V ——» w, w rJ u; or a transi t ive tr ip le ur>-»v, v r j w , w r j u . 
Now, i f D contains the cyc l ic tr iple u > v, v > w, 
w > u, i t can be changed to the trans i t ive tr ip le u r J v , 
V rv> Wy w rs/u to form an oriented graph D with the same score 
t 
sequence, or vice versa. So the number of arcs in D and D 
i s d i f ferent . If D contains the intransi t ive t r ip l e u >v , 
V > w, wr^u, i t can be transformed to the trans i t ive tr iple 
u r J v , vr^w, u >w to form an oriented graph D having the 
same score sequence or vice versa. Here also number of arcs in 
0 and 0 i^ d i f ferent . Since in every case the number of 
arcs in O and 0 i s not same, therefore 0 i s not isomor-
t 
phic to D • Thus S i s not sio^Dle* 
Case 2 . D has two v e r t i c e s . Then S = (1 ,1) i s the only 
irreducible score sequence and i t belongs to exactly one oriented 
graph, namely urs iv . 
Case 3 . D has just one vertex. Then S » (O) which i s 
obviously simple. 
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Hence (0) and (1,1) are the only irreducible score sequ-
ences that are simple. II 
Thus from Theorem 4.9 and Theorem 4,10 we conclude that 
a score sequence S i s simple if and only i f every irreducible 
component of S i s one of ( 0 ) , or ( 1 , 1 ) . 
Lexicographic enumeration of score sequences of oriented graphs 
Let S » ( s , fS^f • • •» s ) be any sequence of integers . We 
define the deviation sequence of S to be the sequence 
D « (d, ,d2, . . . , d ) , where d. = s^-2( i-1) and d^ ^ i s called 
the deviation of s^. Clearly S i s non-decreasing i f and only 
if ^i~<^i+i 1 2 for each i < n. Now we can state Theorem 4.1 
as fo l lows. 
Theorem 4.12. A nondecreasing sequence of n integers 
S » (Sj^,S2, •••,Sj^) i s a score sequence of an oriented graph 
if and only i f i t s deviation sequence D = ( d . , d 2 , . . . , d ) 
k 
s a t i s f i e s Z <^ i 2 0 ^or k = 1 , 2 , . . . , n , with equality 
i« l 
for k = n. 
Proof. We know S = ( Sj^ ,S2» ••'tS^) i s a score sequence of an 
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oriented graph if and only if for Ic » l , 2 , . . . , n 
k 
Z s. i Jc(lc-l) 
i s l ^ 
with equality for k » n. 
Obviously for each k « 1 , 2 , . . . f n , 
k k 
E d. « r «4 - k ( k - l ) . 
i « l * i » l * 
Thus S » (s,,$2,•••»s ) is a score sequence if and only if 
for k » 1,2,...,n 
k 
I d, > 0 
i=l ^ 
with equality for k » n. M 
Definit ion 4 . 5 . Let S » ( s, jS^r •• • ts ) and S « ( s, ,S2» •• •»Sy^ ) 
be score sequences of an oriented graph of order n. We say S 
precedes S if there e x i s t s a pos i t ive integer k £ n such 
that s^ » 8^ for each 1 £ i < k and Sj^  < Sj .^ (They are 
equal i f equality holds for a l l i . ) If S precedes S then 
i t i s written as S £ S . Also S i s said to be successor of S. 
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I I I I I I 
Clear ly S <. S and S £ S means S £ S . 
If a l l the score sequences of a given order are arranged 
in the way defined above, then such a pa t t e rn i s known as l e x i -
cographic enumeration. Let us make note of two important f a c t s . 
F i r s t , the score sequence ( 0 , 2 , 4 , . . . , 2 n - 2 ) i s not the successor 
of any score sequence of order n and hence i t i s always the 
f i r s t sequence in the lexicographic enumeration. Second, S has 
no successor if and only if s - s , i 2 . If we know the f i r s t 
sequence in a lexicographic enumeration, then we can complete the 
work provided we know how to ge t the successor of any given sequ-
ence . 
I I 
The successor S = ( Sj^, Sj* • • • »Sj^ ) of S = ( s, ,S2» • • ' f S ^ ) , 
if there i s any, of an or iented graph can be obtained as follows: 
(1) Determine the maximum k such t h a t s^-s, > 2 . 
n k •^  
(2) Let s! = s^ for a l l i , i < k. 
(3) Let Sj^  = k^"*"^ * 
(4) Let s*. - s .+l u n t i l Z si < j( j - 1 ) . 
-' "^  i » l ^ 
(5) Let t be the minimum j such t h a t 
J . , , I t -1 , 
^ s . < j ( j - l ) . Set s. = t ( t - l ) - E s , . 
i=l ^ t i=l i 
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(6) Let s^ « 2 ( i - l ) for a l l i , t < i £ n. 
This algori thm i s a reminiscent of the algori thm given 
by Gervacio [14] for generat ing a l l score sequences of tournaments 
of a given order in lexicographic o r d e r . 
Construct ing an Oriented graph with a given score 
sequence. 
One method of construct ing an or iented graph with a given 
score sequence can be found in [ 2 ] . Here we sha l l give another 
method of cons t ruc t ion . F i r s t we have the following resu l t* 
Theorem 4 . 1 3 . Let S = ( s , f S j f • • • , s ) be a score sequence of 
order n with dev ia t ion sequence D » ( d , ^ d ^ t . . . , d ) • 
(a) If max { dA » M > 0 , then for each 1 1 k ^ M, there 
e x i s t s a ver tex x such t h a t d s ic» 
(b) If min j d^ ( » m < 0 , then for each - 1 2 k 2 "», there 
e x i s t s a ver tex x such t h a t d = k. 
Proof of ( a ) . Clearly (a) i s t rue for k « M. We prove tha t 
(a) i s t rue for a l l 1 j< k _^  M by (backwards) induction on k. 
Let 1 £ k < M and suppose t h a t (a) i s t rue for k+1, i . e . 
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there e x i s t s a vertex x such that d^ = k+1. Since d^ £ 0 , 
so there e x i s t s a vertex x+1 such that d . < d^. Also, we 
have d ^ ^ ^ 2 d ^ - 2 . Thus d^+i » ^x'^ °^ d ^ . 2 , i . e . 
d ^. = k+1-1 or k+1-2. So d . = k or k-1. Hence (a) holds. 
Part (b) can be proved by using a similar kind of argument. 
Construction Algorithm. Let S = ( Sj^tS2t • • •»Sf.) be a score 
sequence with deviation sequence D = ( d . , d 2 » . . .fd ) . F irs t we 
take n vert ices arranged horizontally and label led l , 2 , . . . , n 
from l e f t to r ight . 
Step 1 . Subdivide 0 = (d . ,d2» . . . »d ) into maximal nonincreasing 
segments. 
Step 2 . Let j be the l eas t integer such that d^ > 0 in the 
f i r s t subdivision. ( I f no such j e x i s t s proceed to next sub-
d iv i s ion . ) Write d. = dj^ +1 for d. number of l e a s t deviation 
starting from right to l e f t of the segment. Then there i s no 
arc between j and i , i . e . j r ^ i . In the construction, we 
represent j rs/i by j . . . i . 
Step 3 . For a l l other deviations d^ not changed in the prece-
ding step, l e t d, = d . . 
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Step 4 . For a l l other segments do step 2 and step 3 . 
Step 5 . If D 1^  ( 0 , 0 , . . . , 0 ) , go to step 1 using D in place 
of D. 
Step 6. Whenever i < J and there i s no j rJ i or i N J 
draw the arc Ji* 
The result ing graph i s an oriented graph with score 
sequence S whose deviation sequence i s 0 . 
The following example i l l u s t r a t e s the above algorithm. 
Example. Let S » (2 ,2 ,2 ,7 ,8 ,11 ,11 ,14 ,15 ) be a score sequence 
of an oriented graph. Then D » ( 2 , 0 , - 2 , 1 , 0 , 1 , - 1 , 0 , - 1 ) . 
i : 
D : 
• 
D : 
/ . : ; • ' • • • > . 
/ ' V / > 1 
1 2 3 
2 0 - 2 
0 1 - 1 
0 0 0 
/ 
" - 1 
' ^ 1 
i i 
4 5 
\ Q 
0 1 
0 0 
/ 
/ 
/ 
> t 
6 7 
1 -1 
0 0 
0 0 
N 
\ \ % \ 
N 
V 
\ 
> 
> 
8 9 
0 -1 
0 -1 
0 0 
F i q u r e Z 
sa©iLa®©!B^i?ao'5' 
' • % ^ . 
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